Stand out by
putting a spin
on popular flavors
Sponsored content from our partner, Tyson Foods Inc.

Offering signature items and unique flavors can
differentiate restaurants and boost the bottom line.

65

%

of consumers say they
like trying new flavors
from time to time1

And offering new flavors
could get more diners in
the door:

72%

of consumers say they
are more likely to visit a
restaurant that offers
new flavors1

I’d be likely or extremely
likely to try a _____ dish with
a new or interesting flavor:

55%

53%

Sandwich

Chicken

MOST CRAVEABLE FLAVORS:
Savory, Sweet, Spicy and Smoky1
Savory

Menu inspiration: Consider
offering a Curry Chicken
Salad Sandwich on the menu as
a new twist on a classic chicken
salad sandwich, featuring creamy
yellow curry salad with pulled Tyson®
Precision Cooked™ All Natural2
NAE Chicken Thighs, diced celery,
red onions, red grapes and toasted
pecans. Serve it inside a croissant with
greens on the heel.

Smoky

Menu inspiration:
Couscous with Chicken,
Vegetables & Caramelized Onions
— Another healthful Moroccan dish,
created by chef and cookbook author
Joanne Weir for a workshop on
Moroccan cuisine, pairs chicken with
couscous and vegetables. To make this
dish, use Tyson® Precision Cooked™
NAE All Natural2 Fully Cooked ChickenThigh. For added smokiness, char-roast
the veggies.

Spicy

Menu inspiration: Give customers
an authentic Thai shareable
appetizer using lettuce cups semi-filled
with shredded Tyson® Precision Cooked™
All Natural2 NAE Portioned Chicken Breast,
sliced carrot, cilantro pepper slaw and
topped with thinly sliced half-moon seeded
cucumber, a drizzle of sriracha or red chili,
chopped nuts or toasted sesame seeds
and thinly sliced deep bias-cut scallion
rings for garnish.

Sweet

Menu inspiration: Use fruit
flavors to add sweetness. Glazed
Moroccan Chicken Kebobs with Grilled
Watermelon, ideal as an appetizer for
a single customer or a group, can be
prepared with Tyson® Precision Cooked™
NAE All Natural2 Fully Cooked ChickenPortioned Breast, and are glazed with
watermelon molasses and grilled. Serve
with grilled watermelon chunks.

For more menu inspiration and info on
trends, visit The Modern Chef Network.
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Add unique and exciting
flavors to the menu
to increase appeal
and differentiate from
competitors.
Tyson® Precision Cooked™
Chicken, available in breast, thigh
and ready-to-pull formats, makes it
easy—simply add the flavors and
ingredients to the versatile, fully
cooked chicken.

